
A generalization of IFS with probabilities toin�nitely many mapsFranklin Mendivil�February 12, 2000AbstractThis paper considers the problem of extending the notion of an IFSwith probabilities from the case of �nitely many maps in the IFS to thecase of in�nitely many maps. We prove that under an average contractiv-ity condition the IFS is contractive in the Monge-Kantorovich metric. Wealso show that the invariant distribution is continuous with respect to theparameters of the IFS. Furthermore, using results of Lewellen , we obtaina result relating the support of the invariant measure to the attractor ofthe "geometric" IFS. Finally, we discuss the issue of the convergence ofintegrals with respect to the invariant measure and estimates on the errorof these integrals.1 IntroductionIn his seminal paper ([3]) Hutchinson discusses the notion of self-similarity andintroduces some ways to measure or de�ne self-similarity. One such way is to saythat a set A � X is self-similar if there is some collection of maps wi : X ! Xso that A =[i wi(A):In this way, A is seen to be made up of transformed copies of itself. Given thisset of maps, one can de�ne a set-valued map W byW (B) =[i wi(B)�This research was supported in part by a Natural Sciences and Engineering ResearchCouncil of Canada (NSERC) Collaborative Grant in the form of a Postdoctoral Fellowship.1



and we see that A is self-similar under the wi's if A is a �xed point ofW . WhileHutchinson considered only �nitely many maps, later Lewellen considered thecase of in�nitely many maps indexed by some compact metric space ([4]).Given a collection of maps wi onX and a set of probabilities pi (i.e.,P pi = 1and pi � 0) we can de�ne an associated Markov operator M on the set ofprobability measures on X (a so-called IFS with probabilities)M(�)(S) =Xi pi �(w�1i (S))for all Borel subsets S. If � is a �xed point of M , then � can also be said to beself-similar. In this paper, we generalize the results of Hutchinson to the casewhere there are in�nitely many maps. Thus this work can be seen as a naturalcomplement to Lewellen's work.2 Main resultsLet X and � be compact metric spaces. The space � is our parameter space.Let w : � � X ! X be continuous in both x and �. Let p be a probabilitymeasure on �. We denote by PM(X) the set of regular probability measureson X . De�ne T : PM(�)�PM(X)! PM(X) byTp(�)(B) = Z� �(w�1� (B)) dp(�) for all Borel sets B � Xwhere � 2 PM(X) and p 2 PM(�). When p 2 PM(�) is �xed, we leave outthe subscript on Tp.Note that by the Riesz representation theorem (for continuous linear func-tionals on C(X)) an equivalent way of de�ning T (�) would beZX f(x) dT (�)(x) = Z� ZX f(w�(x)) d�(x) dp(�)for all continuous bounded real-valued functions f on X . Formally, this de�ni-tion works exactly the same as the previous de�nition.It is a straightforward calculation to show that T maps PM(X) to PM(X),so we leave out the details.We now recall the de�nition of the Monge-Kantorovich metric ([3] and calledthe Hutchinson metric in [1]). Let � and � be two probability measures on X .Then dH(�; �) = supfZX f(x) d�(x) � ZX f(x) d�(x) : f 2 Lip1(X)gwhere we denote by Lipk(X) the functions on X with Lipschitz constant at mostk. The Monge-Kantorovich metric induces the topology of weak convergence ofmeasures on PM(X) (see [3, 1]).We prove now that T is a contraction if w is contractive on average.2



De�nition 1 We say that w is contractive on average if for all x; y 2 XZ� d(w�(x); w�(y)) dp(�) � sd(x; y)with s < 1. We call the minimum such s the contraction factor.Theorem 1 If w is contractive on average, then T is contractive in the Monge-Kantorovich metric.Proof: Let f 2 Lip(X). We calculate for � and � in PM(X),ZX f(x) d(T (�)� T (�))) dx = ZX f(x) d�Z�(�(w�1� (x)) � �(w�1� (x))) dp(�)�= Z� ZX f(x) d ��(w�1� (x))� �(w�1� (x))� dp(�)= Z� ZX f(w�(y)) d(�(y)� �(y)) dp(�)= ZX �Z� f(w�(y)) dp(�)� d(�(x) � �(x))= s ZX �(y) d(�(y)� �(y))where �(y) = s�1 R� f(w�(y)) dp(�) 2 Lip(X) by de�nition of s. Taking thesupremum, we get dH(T (�); T (�)) � sdH(�; �)and the result follows.Notice that any probability measure on X is the attractor of an in�nite IFSwith probabilities in a trivial way. If we wish to obtain the measure �, we simplytake � = X and wx(y) = x for each y 2 X and p = �. It is easy to see thatT (�) = � for any � 2 PM(X).Now, we prove a result about continuous dependence of the invariant measurewith respect to the \parameters" of the IFS (the probability measure p on �).For a �xed probability measure p, we denote by �p the invariant measure of theoperator TpTheorem 2 Suppose that p(n) is a sequence of probability measures in PM(�)which converges to p 2 PM(�) in the Monge-Kantorovich metric (weak con-vergence of measures). Then �p(n) ) �p in the Monge-Kantorovich metric.3



Proof: Let f be a bounded continuous function on X . We calculate thatZX f(x) d�Z� �(w�1� (x)) dp(n)(�)� = Z� ZX f(x) d�(w�1� (x)) dp(n)(�)= Z� ZX f(w�(x)) d�(x) dp(n)(�)Let �(�) = RX f(w�(x)) d�(x). Clearly � is bounded since f is bounded and �is a probability measure. Let � > 0 be given. Now both f and w are uniformlycontinuous in X and �. Thus, there is a � > 0 so that if d(�; �0) < � thenjf(w�(x))�f(w�0 (x))j � � for all x 2 X . Therefore for �; �0 2 � with d(�; �0) <� we have j�(�) � �(�0)j � ZX jf(w�(x)) � f(w�0(x))j d�(x)� ZX � d�(x) = �so � 2 C�(�) and Z� �(�) dp(n)(�) �! Z� �(�) dp(�):Since this is true for all f 2 C�(X), we know that Tp is a continuous functionof p (the distribution on �). To get continuity of �p (the �xed point of Tp) asa function of p, we need to have a uniform bound for the contraction factor ofthe family Tp(n) . However, it su�ces to get a bound for su�ciently large n. For�xed x; y 2 X , we have that d(w�(x); w�(y)) is a continuous function of �, sowe know thatZ� d(w�(x); w�(y)) dp(n)(�) �! Z� d(w�(x); w�(y)) dp(�)and thus the contraction factor of Tp(n) converges to the contraction factor ofTp. This gives us our uniform bound s on the contraction factors. Now, by theestimate dH(�p; �q) � dH(Tp(�p); Tq(�p))1� swe know that �p(n) ) �p in the Monge-Kantorovich metric.The next result concerns the support of the invariant measure of Tp. Weneed to assume that w� is contractive for all � 2 �. For a given p 2 PM(�),we let 
p � � be the support of the measure p. Then there exists a compact4



set Ap � X which is invariant with respect to fw�j� 2 
pg (see [4], Theorem3.2). Invariant means Ap = [�2
p w�(Ap):We call Ap the attractor of the (in�nite) IFS fw�j� 2 
pg.Theorem 3 If w� is contractive for all � 2 
p, the support of �p is equal toAp.Proof: This proof is a modi�cation of the proof of the �nite case in [1].Let B be the support of �p so that B � X is compact. When we considerTpjB : PM(B)! PM(B) we get the same �xed point �p. Thus the support of�p must lie in Ap so B � Ap.For the other inclusion, let a 2 Ap and let O be an open neighborhood ofa. Then by Corollary 2.8 in [4], for any � 2 � = Q
p (the space of addresses)which is an address of a, we havew�1 � w�2 � � � � � w�n(A) � Ofor large enough n. Since w is continuous as a function of �, �w(��)() := w�1 �w�2�� � � �w�n() is continuous as a function of �� 2 
np . Thus there is a neighborhoodU of �� = (�1; �2; : : : ; �n) in 
np so that �w(��)(A) � O for all �� 2 U . Let �p be theproduct measure on 
np given by the measure p on each coordinate. Then�p(O) � �p(U) > 0(�p(U) > 0 since 
p is the support of �p). Since this is true for any such O, a isin the support of �p. Thus, Ap is the support of �p as claimed.We mention that this theorem combined with theorem 2 does not imply thatthe support of �p(n) converges to the support of �p in the Hausdor� metric. Thefollowing simple example illustrates this.Let � = f1; 2g and w1(x) = 1=2x and w2(x) = 1=2x+1=2 and let p(n)(f1g) =1�1=n and p(n)(f2g) = 1=n so p must be the point mass at 1. Then the supportof �p(n) is all of [0; 1]. However, the support of �p is just 0.By Theorem 5.1 in [4], if supp(p(n))! supp(p) in the Hausdor� distance on�, then supp(�p(n))! supp(�p) in the Hausdor� distance on X . Conditions onp(n) to insure the convergence of the supports in the Hausdor� distance seemto be unknown.
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3 Approximation of IntegralsWe now turn to the question of calculating integrals with respect to the invariantmeasure of the operator T . We start with a discussion of the �nite case to makethe analogy clear.For f a bounded continuous real-valued function on X and � the invariantmeasure of M , we haveZX f(x) d�(x) = limn ZX f(x) dMn(�x0)(x)= limn X pi1pi2 � � � pinf(wi1(wi2 (� � � (win(x0)) � � �)for any x0 2 X , where the sum is over all possible sequences of length n using thesymbols f1; 2; : : : ; Ng. Thus we can approximate the integral of f with respectto � by enumerating the leaves of an N -ary tree and calculating the sum. If welet n be large enough, we have an approximation to the true integral. In thespecial case that f is Lipschitz, then we can even have an error bound in termsof the contraction factor of M on PM(X).In the in�nite case, we have to modify this construction slightly since theimage of a point mass under T is not a �nite sum of point masses in general.We approximate p and � simultaneously and take a \diagonal" sequence toapproximate the integrals we wish. In the special case where w and f areLipschitz, we get an error bound on the integral.We assume that w�(�) is contractive for all � 2 �.For each n 2 IN , we generate a measure p(n) =Pi ani ��i on � with dH(p; pn) <1=n. To do this, cover � with �nitely many disjoint sets Ani each of diameter< 1=n and choose �ni 2 Ani . Setpn =Xi p(Ani )��niFor each f 2 Lip(�) we have jf(x) � f(�ni )j < 1=n for all x 2 Ani thus (inte-grating over X) we get dH(p; pn) < 1=n as claimed. By Theorem 2, �p(n) ) �pin the Monge-Kantorovich metric. Notice that if w�(�) were just contractive onaverage, then one would have to choose the points �ni more carefully in orderto guarantee that Tp(n) would be contractive.Now, choose any x0 2 X . Then T kp(n)(�x0)) �p(n) in the Monge-Kantorovichmetric as k !1 and this convergence is uniform over n because of the contrac-tivity of w�(�). Thus, considered as a double sequence, the sequence T kp(n)(�x0)converges so the diagonal sequence converges as well (see [2] for some nice discus-sion of double sequences). Thus Tnp(n)(�x0) ) �p so for all continuous boundedf on X , we haveZX f(x) d(Tnp(n)(�x0))(x) �! ZX f(x) d�p(x)6



For each n, Tnp(n)(�x0) is a �nite sum of point masses. Thus, we approximatethe integral in terms of �nite sums.If we wish to have error bounds on these approximations, we need somefurther hypothesis on f and w. So, suppose that f 2 LipM (X) and w(�; x) 2LipK(�) for each x 2 X . Then for p; q 2 PM(�) and �xed � 2 PM(X) wehaveZX f(x) d (Tp(�)� Tq(�)) = Z� �ZX f(w�(y)) d�(y)� d(p(�) � q(�))= Z� �(�) d(p(�)� q(�))where (as before) �(�) = RX f(w�(y)) d�(y). For �; �0 2 �, we havej�(�) � �(�0)j � ZX jf(w�(y))� f(w�0(y))j d�(y)� KMd(�; �0):Thus � 2 LipKM (�). This means thatdH(Tp(�); Tq(�)) � KMd(p; q):Using this estimate we obtain the estimatedH(�p; �q) � KM1� s dH(p; q)where s is the maximum of the contraction factors of Tp and Tq. This gives usour desired estimate on the integrals. We have proved the following theorem.Theorem 4 If w(�; x) 2 LipK(�) for each x 2 X and f 2 LipM (X), then����ZX f(x) d(�p � �q)���� � KM1� s dH(p; q)References[1] Barnsley, Michael, Fractals Everywhere, Academic Press, New York, 1988.[2] Bartle, Robert G., The Elements of Real Analysis, Wiley, New York, 1976.[3] Hutchinson, J. E., Fractals and Self-similarity, Indiana Univ. Math. J. 30(1981), 713-747.[4] Lewellen, Gary D. , Self-Similarity, Rocky Mountain Journal of Mathe-matics, Volume 23, Number 3, Summer 1993.7


